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The problem of calculation of electric and magnetic field in a sinusoidally rippled infinite
plasma filled waveguide is considered. The electromagnetic field is described by a set of
Maxwell's equations with a boundary condition on a surface of a waveguide; it is required,
that the tangent component of an electric field should be equal zero [1]. The E-wave is
considered. Two cases of a planar and cylindrical waveguide are of great theoretical and
experimental interest.

In the both cases the solution is received by a method of variables separation. The
substitution of obtained solution in the boundary condition equation gives an infinite system
of the linear equations. The system has a solution, if the main determinant equals zero. This
condition lets us obtain the dispersion equations for planar arid cylindrical waveguides.
Dispersion equation presents dependence between field oscillations frequency &»,
wavenumber h and parameters of the problem such as ripple period D, plasma frequency a>p

and the smallness parameter a(a<l) which defines the ripple depth
The analytical expressions for elements of a determinant are obtained in case of rippled

waveguide [2]. The general theory "of a zero approximation" is constructed, i.e. situation
when factor a, defining the ripple depth, equals zero (flat waveguide). It is shown, that in this
case point set on a surface (co, h), satisfying to a dispersion equation, represents object with
Housdorff s dimension [3] DH=2, however not conterminous with a set of all points of a
surface, i.e. one can find any amount of points satisfying (or not satisfying) the dispersion
equation at infinitely small vicinity of a fixed point of a surface. The characteristics of a point
set satisfying the dispersion equation were investigated, the existence of points, in which all
curves of all radial modes of oscillations are intersected (the points of an "infinite" repetition)
is found out; their coordinates are obtained. Similarly exist points of a "partial" repetition, in
which only part of curves of all radial modes of oscillations is intersected. Every point of
"infinite" or "partial" repetition generates the forbidden band. It is shown that the width of the
forbidden band is proportional a"', where n is the number of forbidden band's order.

Fractal properties of dispersion characteristics of £-wave for both planar and cylindrical

waveguides are analyzed. It is shown that HausdorfFs dimension DH = / / n a (a<l), one can
see, that DH has a shock at the critical value of a = 0,221 at this point £>//=/ and further
calculation of Hausdorffs dimension has no sense.
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